Minutes from October 23, 2014 and November 11, 2014

Action Items

- Approved 4+1 BA/MA in International Studies with the stipulation that the proposal clarify the language addressing undergraduate and graduate course credit will align with College policy.

- Tabled a proposal to create a BA in African Languages pending an update from SGIS regarding staffing and other long term resource questions related to the Program in African Studies

- Tabled a proposed Certificate in Culture in Communication: Ethnography of Language, Performance, and Media from the Department of Anthropology pending discussions of the credential’s title receipt of support letters from The School of Media.

- Tabled discussion of Minor in Jewish Studies for Kelley School of Business Students (Jewish Studies)

Discussion:

- CUE Spring 2015 Schedule

- IW Learning Outcomes and IW roundtable

Information Item:

- Arabic Honors
- Modifications to the Minor in Biotechnology